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In this note we present a new general unique continuation theorem for 
solutions of linear P.D.E.'s with analytic coefficients. The solutions are assumed 
to vanish of infinite order on manifolds of codimension > 1. Holmgren's theo
rem and the unique continuation property of solutions of elliptic equations are 
particular cases of this theorem. Some new unique continuation results are also 
given for certain hyperbolic equations (and inequalities) with nonanalytic coef
ficients. 

Let O be an open set of Rn and P(x, D) be a linear partial differential 
operator of order m, with analytic coefficients in Q. We denote by pm the prin
cipal symbol of P and by 2 the characteristic set of P contained in r*(£2)\0, i.e. 

2 > {(*, ö;x £ n> $ € R"\{0}, pjpc, 0 = 0}. 

If M and N are two differentiable manifolds contained in £2, M C N, and 
if u is a continuous function defined in N9 we say that u vanishes of infinite 
order on M if, for all a G R, the function x —> d(x, M)au(x) is bounded in any 
compact set of N. Here d(x, M) denotes the distance of x from AT. 

We say that the manifold M is P~noncharacteristic if the normal bundle of 
M (in r*OQ)\0) does not intersect S, i.e., for all x E M and £ G R"\{0} normal 
to M at x, pm(x, | ) •=*=• 0. We have: 

THEOREM 1, Let M and N be two analytic manifolds in 12, M C N, and 
assume that M is P-noncharacteristic. There is a neighborhood V of M in N, 
such that ifu is a continuous function in 12 satisfying: (i) Pu = 0 in 12, and (ii) 
the restriction of 'u to N vanishes of infinite order on M, then u must vanish in V. 

Note that TV can be taken to be 12. Condition (ii) may be replaced by a 
weaker condition; for example, if M divides Af into two sides, then it is enough 
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to assume that the restriction of u to N vanishes of infinite order on M from one 
side only. 

IDEA OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1. If in addition u E Cm(T2) the theorem 
may be proved using the result of F. John [4] which asserts the analyticity with 
respect to t of integrals of the form 

where g is analytic and Mt are certain analytic deformations of M in N. 
For continuous w, we use the known result about analytic wave front sets 

of solutions of Pu = 0 (see [3], [5] ). By an appropriate singular change of vari
ables, we reduce the problem to the case where u vanishes outside a set whose 
projection on M is compact, and then we use the result of Hormander [3] con
cerning the analyticity of certain integrals of form (1). 

It is well known from examples of Cohen and Plis that Theorem 1 cannot 
be generally true if the coefficients of P are assumed to be C°° (even when N = 
£2 and M is a hyperplane). However it is known that, for second order elliptic 
equations with nonanalytic coefficients, Theorem 1 holds with N — £1 and M a 
point in Î2. (See for example [2] and its references.) 

For hyperbolic (or ultrahyperbolic) second order equations with nonanaly
tic coefficients we can obtain unique continuation results from noncharacteristic 
manifolds. Here we restrict ourselves to equations with principal part the wave 
operator Ax - d2 (with Ax = 2" 3*.) and the manifold M being a line segment 
of the r-axis. Actually the method of proof allows us to state our results for 
inequalities. 

For x E Rn we set r = (SJLj x2Y2 and x = rO where 0 varies over the 
unit sphere Sn_x. For R > 0, let 

DR ={(*, 0 e R n + 1 ; r + \t\<R}. 

THEOREM 2. Let u G C2(DR) and assume that there exist positive con-
stants Cx and C2 such that 

(2) \Axu - d*u\ < Cx{r~l Igrad u\ + r~2 lul) in DR, and 

(3) fc Igradöw(r0, t)\2 dQ < C2 f \u(rd, t)\2 dd 

for r + \t\ < R. If u and grad u vanish of infinite order on the line segment 
{x = 0, \t\ <R} then u must vanish in DR. 

We have been unable to prove Theorem 2 without condition (3). It should 
be noted that the class of functions satisfying condition (3) includes: (a) Func
tions which have finite expansions with respect to an orthonormal basis of 
spherical harmonics in L2(S j); in particular, functions which depend only on 
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r and t. (b) Functions of the form u(x, t) = h(r, t)v(rd, t) where h EC2 for 
r 4- \t\ <R and v is analytic in r and t for r 4- l/l < i?. 

Inequality (2) is satisfied for example by solutions of the nonlinear equa
tion 

Axu - d2u ~ F(x, t, uy grad u) 

provided that 

lF(x, t, u, grad u)\ < C3(r
l I grad wl + r""2 lul) 

in Z>^, for some positive constant C3. In particular, inequality (2) is satisfied 
by solutions of the linear equation 

(4) \ u - d2u + j L(x, U Dx, Dt)u + ^ — u = 0 

where L is a first order linear differential operator, the coefficients of L and c 

being bounded functions in DR. 

When the lower order terms in (4) depend only on r and t condition (3) 
can be dropped. We have 

THEOREM 3. Let u E C2(DR) and satisfy 

Avw - 3;w + dru + 9.w 4- —-— u = 0 

in DR, where a, b, c are bounded functions for r + \t\<R. Ifu and grad u 

vanish of infinite order on the line segment {x = 0, \t\ < 0}, then u must van

ish in DR. 

IDEA OF PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3. Theorem 2 is a consequence of 

the following weighted L2 inequality: 

For every u E C2(DR) satisfying condition (3) and such that u and its 

first and second order derivatives vanish of infinite order on {x = 0, \t\ < / ? } , 

there is C > 0 such that, for all sufficiently large y, 

hR <f2h^u\2 +r4\u\2)r^dxdt<- fD \Axu-d2u\2r^dxdt. 

This inequality is proved by the method of multipliers applied to equations with 
coefficients which are singular in r. 

Theorem 3 is proved by expanding u in spherical harmonics and applying 
Theorem 2 to each component. Note that each component satisfies a singular 
hyperbolic equation of the type for which uniqueness has also been proved in 
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